






This is Colloseum, The Colosseum's original Latin name was Amphitheatrum
Flavium, often anglicized as Flavian Amphitheater. The building was
constructed by emperors of the Flavian Dinasty, hence its original name,
after the reign of Emperor Nero. This name is still used in modern English,
but generally the structure is better known as the Colosseum. In antiquity,
Romans may have referred to the Colosseum by the unofficial name
Amphitheatrum Caesareum; this name could have been strictly poeticThis
name was not exclusive to the Colosseum; Vespasian and Titus, builders of
the Colosseum, also constructed an amphitheater of the same name in
Puteol.



This is Rome,it grew from pastoral settlements on the Palatine Hill and surrounding hills
approximately 30 kilometres from the Tyrrhenian Sea on the south side of the Tiber.
Another of these hills, the Quirinal Hill, was probably an outpost for another Italic-
speaking people, the Sabines. At this location the Tiber forms a Z-shape curve that
contains an island where the river can be forded. Because of the river and the ford,
Rome was at a crossroads of traffic following the river valley and of traders traveling
north and south on the west side of the peninsula. Archaeological finis have conferme
that in the 8th Century BC in the area of the future Rome Three were tao fortified
settlements, the Rumi one on the Palatine Hill and the Titientes one on the Quirinal Hill,
back by the Luceres living in the nerbi woods. These were simply three of numerous
Italic-speaking communities that existed in Latium, a plain on the Italian peninsula, by
the 1st millennium BC. The origins of the Italic peoples is not known, but their Indo-
European languages migrated from the east in the second-half of the 2nd millennium BC.



Castel Nuovo ("New Castle"), often called Maschio
Angioino, is a castle in the city of Naples, southern
Italy. It is the main symbol of the architecture of the
city. Castel Nuovo has been expanded or renovated
several times since it was first begun in 1279.



Milan Cathedral is the cathedral church of Milan in Lombardy,
northern Italy. Dedicated to Santa Maria Nascente, it is the seat
of the Archbishop of Milan, currently Cardinal Dionigi Tettamanzi.
The Gothic cathedral took five centuries to complete. It is the
largest Gothic cathedral and the second largest Catholic cathedral in
the world. Milan's layout, with streets either radiating from the
Duomo or circling it, reveals that the Duomo occupies what was the
most central site in Roman Mediolanum, that of the public basilica
facing the forum. Saint Ambrose's 'New Basilica' was built on this
site at the beginning of the 5th century, with an adjoining basilica
added in 836. When a fire damaged both buildings in 1075, they
were later rebuilt as the Duomo.



Tower of Pisa is the campanile, or
freestanding bell tower, of the
cathedral of the Italian city of
Pisa. It is situated behind the
Cathedral and is the third oldest
structure in Pisa's Cathedral
Square after the Cathedral and
the Baptistry. The height of the
tower is 55.86 m from the ground
on the low side and 56.70 m on
the high side. The width of the
walls at the base is 4.09 m and
at the top 2.48 m. Its weight is
estimated at 14,500 metric tons.
The tower has 296 or 294 steps;
the seventh floor has two fewer
steps on the north-facing
staircase. Prior to restoration
work performed between 1990 and
2001, the tower leaned at an
angle of 5.5 degrees,but the
tower now leans at about 3.99
degrees. This means that the top
of the tower is displaced
horizontally 3.9 metres from
where it would be if the structure
were perfectly vertical.



Laura Pausini was born and raised in
Solarolo in Faenza. It is the daughter
of singer and piano Fabrizio Pausini
kindergarten teacher Gianna Ballardini,
and has a sister named Silvia October
30, 2010 has made Aunt of twins,
Matteo and Cecilia.

Vasco Rossi , also known as Vasco or with
the nickname Il Blasco, is an Italian singer-
songwriter. During his career, he has
published 24 albums and has written over
130 songs, as well as lyrics for other
artists. He calls himself a "provocatore" as
throughout his career he has been regularly
criticized over his choice of lifestyle and the
lyrics in his songs.



Mona Lisa is a 16th-century
portrait painted in oil on a poplar
panel by Leonardo di ser Piero da
Vinci during the Renaissance in
Florence, Italy. The work is
currently owned by the Government
of France and is on display at the
Musée du Louvre in Paris under the
title Portrait of Lisa Gherardini,
wife of Francesco del Giocondo.
The painting is a half-length
portrait and depicts a seated
woman whose facial expression is
frequently described as enigmatic.
The ambiguity of the subject's
expression, the monumentality of
the composition, and the subtle
modeling of forms and atmospheric
illusionism were novel qualities that
have contributed to the continuing
fascination and study of the work.
The image is so widely recognized,
caricatured, and sought out by
visitors to the Louvre that it is
considered the most famous
painting in the world.



Leonardo was born on April 15,
1452, "at the third hour of the
night" in the Tuscan hill town of
Vinci, in the lower valley of the
Arno River in the territory of
Florence. He was the
illegitimate son of the wealthy
Messer Piero Fruosino di
Antonio da Vinci, a Florentine
legal notary, and Caterina, a
peasant.Leonardo had no
surname in the modern sense,
"da Vinci" simply meaning "of
Vinci": his full birth name was
"Lionardo di ser Piero da Vinci",
meaning "Leonardo, of ser
Piero from Vinci".



Durante degli Alighieri commonly
known as Dante, was an Italian
poet of the Middle Ages. His Divine
Comedy, originally called Commedia
and later called Divina by
Boccaccio, is considered the
greatest literary work composed in
the Italian language and a
masterpiece of world literature.
In Italy he is known as "the
Supreme Poet" (il Sommo Poeta) or
just il Poeta. Dante, Petrarch, and
Boccaccio are also known as "the
three fountains" or "the three
crowns". Dante is also called the
"Father of the Italian language".



This is Michelangelo di Lodovico Buonarroti Simoni. He
was born 6 March 1475 near Arezzo, Caprese,

Tuscany. Michelangelo, was an Italian Renaissance
painter, sculptor, architect, poet, and engineer. He

died 18 February 1564
Rome, Italy.
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Vatican City or Vatican
City State, officially
Stato della Città del
Vaticano was established
in 1929 by the Lateran
Treaty. Vatican City is an
ecclesiastical or
sacerdotal-monarchical
state, ruled by the Bishop
of Rome the Pope.





Pulcinella often called Punch or Punchinello in English,
Polichinelle in French, is a classical character that
originated in the commedia dell'arte of the 17th century
and became a stock character in Neapolitan puppetry. His
main characteristic, from which he acquired his name, is
his extremely long nose, which resembles a beak. In
Latin, this was a pullus gallinaceus, which led to the word
"Pulliciniello" and "Pulcinella", related to the Italian pulcino
or chick. According to another version, "Pulcinella" derived
from the name of Puccio d'Aniello, a peasant of Acerra,
who was portrayed in a famous picture attribued to
Annibale Carracci, and indeed characterized by a long
nose. It has also been suggested that the figure is a
caricature of a sufferer of acromegaly. Ever white
dressed and black masked he stands out thanks to his
peculiar voice, the sharp and vibrant qualities of which
contribute intense tempo of the show. According to , his
traditional temperament is to be mean, vicious, and
crafty: his main mode of defense is to pretend to be too
stupid to know what's going on, and his secondary mode is
to physically beat people.





Cava de' Tirreni lies among the hills close to
the Tyrrhenian Sea, 5 km north of the
Amalfi Coast. The inhabited area is at 198m
above sea level, in the valley situated
between two mountain groups: the Lattari
Mountains (which separate Cava from the
Amalfi Coast) to the West and the Picentini
Mountains to the East. The main activity in
Cava is commerce, as testified by the
number and quality of the shops among the
porticoes in the city centre. The centre of
the valley hosts the main city centre. Here
is the ancient "Borgo Scacciaventi“.
Personalities: Lucia Apicella (Mamma Lucia,
benefactor). Ferrante I d'Aragona
(Ferdinand I of Naples, King of Naples from
1458 to 1494). Giuliana De Sio (actress).
Teresa De Sio (singer).
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The flag of Italy is three-coloured stripes T F

The tipycal food is kebap T F

The capital city is Naples T F

Italy borders with Africa T F

In Rome there is Colosseum T F

In Italy the population is 49,718,270 T F

Naples is in the south of Italy T F
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Milan - Florence - Naples - Bus - Berlin

Volley-ball - Kitchen - Gymnastics - Judo - Swimming

Taxi - Train - Airplane - Rome - Bike

Living room - Bedroom - Football - Bathroom

Dog - History - Cat - Horse - Bird

Geography - French - Rabbit - English - Science

Sandwich - Fruit - Spaghetti - Trumpets - Pizza

Drums - Guitar - Piano - Ice cream - Clarinet
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